The Mustguseal protocol contains four major steps (see Fig. 1 in the Main text). First, the structure similarity search using the popular SSM algorithm (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004) is implemented for the submitted query protein to collect evolutionarily remote relatives that are expected to represent different protein families (Step 1). The selection of hits is based on the percentage of secondary structure equivalences (by default at least 70% of the query have to make at least 70% of the target). The discovered proteins are filtered by sequence identity to select the non-redundant core collection of at most N max representative proteins as follows (the value of N max depends on the input mode, see The Input Modes below). The initial set of proteins collected by the structure similarity search is clustered at the 95% pairwise sequence identity threshold, and one representative member is automatically selected from each cluster by the CD-HIT tool (Fu et al., 2012). If the number of selected representative proteins exceeds N max they are further clustered at the 90% pairwise sequence identity threshold, then, if necessary, at 85%, 80%, etc., with a 5% decrement. If the number of representative proteins collected by applying the 40% sequence identity threshold exceeds N max , then the remaining proteins are ranked by the pairwise structure similarity Q-score with the query structure, which is provided by the SSM, and the first N max structures (i.e., the most structurally similar to the query) are finally selected. The 40% cut-off is the smallest sequence identity threshold permitted by the CD-HIT tool and marks the edge of the "safe zone" of a protein sequence comparison (Rost, 1999).
Then, on Step 3, each representative protein is independently used as a query to run a sequence similarity search (Altschul et al., 1990; Vouzis and Sahinidis, 2011) and collect evolutionarily close relatives -members of the corresponding families -from either the Swiss-Prot database or Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL databases. By default, at most 500 proteins are collected in each sequence similarity search. Filters are further applied within each sequence collection to eliminate redundant entries and outliers: first, the sequence length filter is applied -i.e., by default, proteins which differ by more than 20% in length from the representative protein, used as a query to run the sequence similarity search, are removed to eliminate too small and too large protein sequences, which can correspond to incomplete or incorrect database entries, and thus to decrease the number of columns which are highly gapped in the alignment (see a special case when this filter should be released in The Parameters below); then, similar sequences are removed by the redundancy filter -i.e., by default, all sequences are clustered at the 95% pairwise sequence identity threshold and one representative member is automatically selected in each cluster by the CD-HIT tool; finally, the dissimilarity filter is applied -i.e., by default, sequences sharing less than 0.5 bit score per column with the query representative protein are removed to eliminate too distant proteins which can cause errors during the sequence alignment (as described in Fischer et al., 2008 using the software by Söding et al., 2005) . The protein sets which were collected from independent sequence similarity searches (i.e., with different representative proteins used as queries) are compared for redundant entries, by default, at the 95% pairwise sequence identity threshold, and each such entry is preserved only in one protein set that corresponds to a representative protein with the largest pairwise sequence identity to that entry (i.e., this guarantees that there will be no redundant protein sequences in the final alignment). The sequences within each set are then independently aligned by the MAFFT routine (Katoh and Standley, 2013) .
Finally, on
Step 4, the alignment of sequences of the evolutionarily remote relatives is created by using the structural alignment of the representative proteins as a guide. During this step the superimpositions built by MATT and MAFFT on Steps 2 and 3 do not change. Columns of gaps are inserted into individual sequence alignments in a way that their total lengths become equal and the superposition of the representative proteins in the merged sequence alignments matches their superimposition in the core structural alignment.
The Input Modes
The Mode 1 is the default, fully automated, and the easiest way to obtain an alignment by submitting PDB and chain IDs of a query protein. Large structure-guided sequence alignments of functionally diverse protein families that include thousands of proteins basing on all available information about their structures and sequences in public databases can be constructed using the Mustguseal web-server in Mode 1 (see the corresponding Examples presented below). Modes 2 and 3 provide an opportunity to customize an alignment for a particular purpose -e.g., the user can submit a custom core structural superimposition to build a multiple structure-guided sequence alignment of only selected protein families and their closest homologs in Mode 2, or edit the automatically created sequence alignment sets and then use Mode 3 to merge them together.
The on-line Mustguseal tool limits the size of the core collection (i.e., N max -the number of representative protein structures) to optimize the performance at Steps 2 (i.e., the structural alignment) and 3 (i.e., the sequence similarity search) of the protocol. By default, the value of N max in Mode 1 (i.e., the Swiss-Prot database is selected to perform the sequence similarity search) is set to 32 structures. If the Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL databases were selected by the user, then the N max is reduced to 16 structures due to a higher computational cost of sequence similarity searches in the TrEMBL database, which are performed for each representative protein (see The Protocol above). In Mode 2 the user can submit a custom core structural alignment of at most 64 proteins to perform automatic sequence similarity searches in the SwissProt database, or at most 32 proteins, if the Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL databases were selected. There are no limitations on the size of a final alignment in Modes 1 and 2. Finally, in Mode 3 the user can submit a custom core structural alignment limited to at most 150 proteins, and the corresponding sequence alignment sets of at most 15 000 proteins in total.
Technical documentation describing the input format requirements to operate in Modes 1, 2, and 3, as well as the guidelines for compatibility with other on-line tools are provided in the on-line user manual at https://biokinet.belozersky.msu.ru/mustguseal-input. Technical documentation describing the Mustguseal output in Modes 1, 2, and 3 is provided in the on-line user manual at https://biokinet.belozersky.msu.ru/mustguseal-results.
The Parameters
The scope of the final alignment is defined by the diversity of representative proteins in the core structural alignment which can be created on-site (i.e., in Mode 1) or submitted by the user (i.e., in Modes 2 or 3). In Mode 1 the user can include more (or less) evolutionarily distant relatives in the alignment by requesting higher (or lower) percentage of secondary structure equivalences between query and target at the structure similarity search. No particular values for these parameters can be recommended in advance: they should be selected based on the user's research objective, structural organization of the protein family of interest, and availability of the corresponding data in public databases.
The 90% and 90% setup (i.e., at least 90% of the query have to make at least 90% of the target) can be used to collect proteins from the PDB database with a highly conserved structure but originating from different organisms. The minimum percentage of secondary structure equivalences can be set to 70% and 70% to incorporate more evolutionarily remote and functionally diverse proteins into the alignment which still share a sufficient structural similarity to produce a meaningful superimposition. The 70%-70% thresholds for secondary structure equivalences are used by default in the Mustguseal web-server and in the PDBeFOLD web-server which also implements the SSM algorithm to search for structurally similar proteins in the PDB database (Krissinel and Henrick, 2004) . A particular example implementing these thresholds is discussed below (see Examples). The users should note that at least some level of similarity may be found in almost any pair of protein structures picked at random from the PDB database. Therefore, a decrease of the two thresholds to a very low values (e.g. 30% and 30%) may help to identify all available members of a superfamily of interest, but increases the probability to collect unrelated (i.e., not homologous) proteins which cannot be reasonably compared by the MATT structural alignment. Finally, non-symmetrical thresholds can be used to collect proteins with a different domain composition. E.g., sialidase from Trypanosoma rangeli (PDB 1MZ6) and Human sialidase Neu2 (PDB 2F0Z) both contain a structurally similar catalytic domain assigned to the GH33 family of the CAZy classification (Lombard et al., 2013) . However, in the first case the GH33 catalytic domain is attached to a CBM40-like lectin domain within a single polypeptide chain, and the second protein contains only the catalytic domain. The two homologous proteins share 42% and 77% secondary structure equivalences, respectively (i.e., 77% of the Human protein's structure makes only 42% of the trypanosomal protein's structure) due to an additional lectin domain in the sialidase from Trypanosoma rangeli. Consequently, to collect the 1MZ6 structure when using the 2F0Z structure as a query in Mode 1 the structure similarity search thresholds should be set to at most 77% for the query and at most 42% for the target.
The sequence similarity search parameters can also be changed. The user can choose to perform sequence similarity searches either in the Swiss-Prot database or deal with the much larger dataset basing on Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL databases.
The pre-calculated non-redundant sets of each database clustered at the 100% (nr100), 95% (nr95) and 80% (nr80) sequence identity thresholds are actually being used by the server to accelerate the sequence similarity searches. If the redundancy filter threshold T is set by the user within a range 95% < T ≤ 100%, then the nr100 database set is used; for 80% < T ≤ 95% -the nr95 database set; finally, for T ≤ 80% -the nr80 database set. E.g., if the user-defined redundancy filter threshold is set to 90%, then the nr95 set of the selected databases (i.e., Swiss-Prot or Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL) is used to run a sequence similarity search, at most 500 sequences are collected and further processed by the sequence length filter, the redundancy filter at the 90% sequence identity threshold, and the dissimilarity filter (see the Protocol above). If the protein family/superfamily of interest has a limited representation in the PDB database and therefore the desired diversity cannot be achieved by the structure similarity search alone, then the dissimilarity filter threshold can be decreased to 0.25 bit score per column (i.e., the possibility of using this particular value of the filter to construct alignments of protein families was shown by Fischer et al., 2008 , see the discussion of the Benchmark sets as a Supplementary material to that paper) accompanied by a decrease of the redundancy filter threshold to 80% (to implement a more diverse nr80 database set) and an increase of the maximum number of proteins to be collected from each sequence similarity search to 1000 -to incorporate more diverse proteins in the sequence alignment. Setting the dissimilarity filter threshold parameter to lower values can result in selecting too distant proteins which can cause errors at the MAFFT sequence alignment stage. Finally, the sequence length filter should be released, if the representative protein structures correspond to protein fragments or proteins which are represented by a larger precursor sequences in the Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL databases. E.g., the neuraminidase A (NanA) from Streptococcus pneumoniae contains lectin, catalytic, and membranophylic domains within a single polypeptide chain, but the PDB structure 2YA8 contains only the catalytic domain of NanA. Consequently, if the 2YA8 structure is included into the core structural alignment (and, consequently, further used as a query to run a sequence similarity search), then the sequence length filter should be set to 121% (or to any larger value) as the full length of the NanA's polypeptide chain is 221% of the length of the catalytic domain presented in the PDB 2YA8. 
Continued on the next page

Examples
The Mustguseal web-server provides an opportunity to construct alignments of the selected protein families, and is capable of automatically collecting and superimposing a large set of related proteins within a superfamily. The running time of a Mustguseal task and the size of a final alignment will depend on the particular input, parameter setup, and availability of data in the PDB, Swiss-Prot, and TrEMBL databases. The Mode 1 is the default, fully automated, and the easiest way to obtain the alignment by submitting PDB and chain IDs of a query protein. It also takes more time to complete because all steps of the Mustguseal protocol are executed to collect and align the related sequences and structures from the selected databases. The structure similarity search in Mode 1 works more efficiently, if the requested structural similarity thresholds are higher, i.e., within a range 70-100%, and the Step 1 will take longer when the percentage of secondary structure equivalences is set to 30-40%. All pairwise comparisons that were once created during the structure similarity search in Mode 1 are hashed into a PostgreSQL-controlled database to be re-used in the consequent searches. When a new task is submitted in Mode 1 with the same query structure, the Step 1 (i.e., the structure similarity search) takes only a few seconds to complete because the results are not re-computed but restored from the database, which is hosted on a very fast solid-state drive. This provides an opportunity for the user to refine the alignment by submitting a new task with the same query but different parameters and getting the results significantly faster. The user can choose to perform sequence similarity searches either in the Swiss-Prot database or deal with the much larger dataset basing on Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL databases. The GPU-compatible version of BLAST is used to accelerate sequence similarity searches (Vouzis and Sahinidis, 2011) . The redundancy filter threshold has a direct impact on the speed of a sequence similarity search -a value below 80% is the fastest option, and 100% is the slowest option -because a precalculated non-redundant sets of Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL databases are actually being used by the server, and the nr80 database set is smaller in size compared to the nr100 database set (see The Parameters above). Runtime of a task submitted in Mode 2 is on average at least two times faster than in Mode 1 because the time consuming Steps 1 and 2 (i.e., the structure similarity search and construction of the structural alignment) are skipped. We further discuss in details a construction of multiple structure-guided sequence alignment of proteins from the Fold Type IV PLP-dependent enzymes superfamily. To reproduce this example submit PDB 5CE8 (chain A) of the Branched-chain Aminotransferase (BCAT) from thermophilic archaea Thermoproteus uzoniensis (TUZN) as a query in Mode 1. TUZN was selected as a query because this protein presented the primary interest and was available for experimental studies . Select the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL option for the sequence similarity search and set the "Maximum number of sequences to collect" to 1000 to collect more proteins from the sequence database. Leave other parameters to default values. On the first step of the protocol the structure similarity search was used to automatically select 15 representative proteins which shared at least 70% secondary structure equivalences with the submitted query protein and at most 40% pairwise sequence identify with each other. The selected proteins were superimposed to create the core structural alignment. Each representative protein was independently used as a query to run sequence similarity search in the selected databases and create 15 sequence alignments which were finally merged according to the core structural alignment. The final superimposition contained a non-redundant set of 5211 proteins (i.e., PDB structures of 15 proteins with at least 70% pairwise secondary structure equivalences with the query and at most 40% pairwise sequence identity with each other, and 5196 protein sequences from Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL with at most 95% pairwise sequence identity). It took 60 minutes to construct this alignment in the fully automatic Mode 1. The basic alignment statistics, which was automatically calculated and presented at the Analysis page, indicated that 230 columns of the alignment (74% of the average length of proteins in the alignment) contained at most 5% of gaps, suggesting good alignment coverage and availability of information for further analysis. The structurebased annotation of the final alignment, which was also available at the Analysis page, clearly indicated that the PLP Fold type IV is highly conserved in the aligned proteins and the active site area is the most conserved by sequence among homologs (Fig. S7 ). In particular, three amino acid residues -the Schiff base-forming Lys150, as well as Arg54 and Glu184 residues (numbering as in PDB 5CE8) located in the cofactor-binding subsite are conserved in at least 95% of aligned sequences, what is in agreement with the published mechanism of the PLP-dependent catalysis (Boyko et al., 2016; Phillips, 2015; Toney, 2011) . At the same time it was noted that the loop 98-112 (numbering as in PDB 5CE8)
which is a part of the catalytic site of the enzyme is poorly aligned among homologs (Fig. S8, A) .
Fig. S7.
Structure-based annotation of the final alignment of 5211 Fold Type IV PLP-dependent enzymes mapped on the PDB 5CE8 (generated by the Mustguseal web-server). Amino acid residues that are at least 95% conserved in the final alignment are colored in yellow and shown as sticks. The gradient paint of the protein backbone corresponds to sequence conservation in a corresponding position of the multiple alignment quantified by Shannon entropy (yellow -highly conserved, grey -variable). Red paint highlights positions in the protein structure which are aligned to columns with more than 5% of gaps. The PLP cofactor is shown as sticks and colored in chartreuse. 
